Op-Ed: Science of hypocrisy
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(October 31, 2011)

Geoengineering: Crackpot capitalism or climate-saving science?
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The Ethical Corporation
(October 6, 2011)

Op-Ed: The great food fight
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(October 24, 2011)

Overwhelmingly, Americans favor vaccination
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(October 20, 2011)

End Game on Bisphenol A? Have we reached a tipping point on the science of this ubiquitous chemical?
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The Huffington Post
(October 6, 2011)

Top 50 Statistics Blogs of 2011
The STATS blog is listed as one of the top 50 statistics blogs of 2011
(October 10, 2011)

Keystone XL - A clash of ideologies
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The Ethical Corporation
(September 28, 2011)

Mother Jones Smears Susan G. Komen For The Cure
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on Forbes
(September 21, 2011)

Tracing the Circuits of Self-Loathing in the Depressed Brain
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME Healthland
(September 20, 2011)

It's apparently healthy to drink moderately, but don't expect to hear that message from the CDC
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth cited on Houston Chronicle
(September 20, 2011)

Dumb Sciences Breed Dumb Policy with the Media's Help
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth cited on Fox & Hounds Daily
(September 19, 2011)

BPA in Canned Food for Kids: Is It a Threat?
STATS' Jon Entine and Trevor Butterworth cited on Food Safety News
(September 19, 2011)

The Breast Cancer Fund's Despicable Class Warfare
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on Forbes
(September 12, 2011)

CDC Finds Moderate Drinking Leads To Longer Life; Buries Finding
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on Forbes
(September 11, 2011)

Why You Should Trust The FDA (And Not Dr. Oz)
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on Forbes
(September 8, 2011)
It's No Joke: Why Laughter Kills Pain
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME Healthland
(September 16, 2011)

The scientific research that BPA bans ignore
STATS fellow Jon Entine cited by American Council on Science and Health
(September 9, 2011)

Eco marketing: What price green consumerism?
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The Ethical Corporation
(September 7, 2011)

Op-Ed: The kids are all right
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(September 6, 2011)

ABC's Persecution Of Presidential Award-Winning Scientist Continues
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on Forbes
(September 2, 2011)

The Math Gender Gap: Nurture Trumps Nature
STATS in TIME Healthland
(August 30, 2011)

More Questionable Reporting on the Dangers of Shale Gas
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The American
(August 26, 2011)

Fact-Check: A Survey Links Facebook to Drug Use in Teens
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME Healthland
(August 24, 2011)

The Nay-Sayer
STATS fellow Jon Entine cited in the Philadelphia City Paper
(August 11, 2011)

Op-Ed: A mighty wind
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(August 8, 2011)

Media Ignoring New Study on BPA?
STATS cited on Wellsphere
(August 3, 2011)

Op-Ed: The class war on fat
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(August 1, 2011)

“Majestically Scientific” Federal Study On BPA Has Stunning Findings: So Why Is The Media Ignoring It?
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on Forbes
(July 25, 2011)

Not so scientific
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(July 25, 2011)

Heat Spikes Death Risk from Drugs
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME Healthland
(July 22, 2011)

Looking Closely at a Study of ‘Buzzed’ Driving
NYTimes Public Editor: Big shale gas & oil “Ponzi scheme” story has holes in it
STATS fellow Jon Entine is cited by the Knight Science Journalism Tracker
(July 18, 2011)

Op-Ed: I write, therefore I am
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(July 18, 2011)

Health risks: Scared to death
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The Ethical Corporation
(July 5, 2011)

Op-Ed: In defense of gaming
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(July 5, 2011)

Natural Gas “Bubble” Report: Market Tinkering or Shoddy Reporting?
STATS fellow Jon Entine on Real Clear Politics
(July 1, 2011)

The new anarchists
Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(June 27, 2011)

The obesity and soda debate – cool heads must prevail
Trevor Butterworth’s Forbes article is cited by the British Journal of Medicine.
(June 25, 2011)

ABC News Attacks Scientist Who Exposed Bias In Obesity Research
Trevor Butterworth on Forbes
(June 22, 2011)

Trevor Butterworth interviewed by Stefan Gates on scare stories in the media
Interview conducted at the International Sweeteners Association conference.
(May, 2011)

High Wired: Does Addictive Internet Use Restructure the Brain?
STATS Research Director Dr. Rebecca Goldin quoted in Scientific American
(June 17, 2011)

Cellphone risk: Call it slim
STATS is cited in The Detriot News
(June 16, 2011)

Speed journalism
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(June 13, 2011)

How to Cut Crime, Alcoholism and Addiction? It’s Not Elementary, But Preschool
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME Healthland
(June 9, 2011)

The Italian Job
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(June 6, 2011)

Death by cellphone? Put the fear industry on hold
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth interviewed by The Globe and Mail
(June 2, 2011)

Tokyo Electric Power: Ethical Meltdown
STATS fellow Jon Entine on AEI
(June 2, 2011)

A matter of degrees
STATS Editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(May 30, 2011)

Fear in a can
STATS Editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(May 17, 2011)

Methane: More heat in the energy debate
STATS Fellow Jon Entine on The Ethical Corporation
(May 10, 2011)

Prophets of Error
A book review by STATS Editor Trevor Butterworth in The Wall Street Journal
(May 2, 2011)

Rights go down the hatch
STATS Editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(April 26, 2011)

Frog Day Afternoon: Choose Science Over Politics to Conserve the Endangered Amphibian Population
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The Huffington Post
(April 26, 2011)

Why the Happiest States Have the Highest Suicide Rates
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME
(April 25, 2011)

A Toxic Setback for the Anti-Plastic Campaigners
STATS fellow Jon Entine in The American
(April 19, 2011)

Dioxin causes insanity
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(April 11, 2011)

Plastic Wars: Science Loses in Renewed Campaign Against Plasticizers
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The Huffington Post
(April 11, 2011)

Why French Fries Are Good Comfort Food
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME Healthland
(April 1, 2011)

Biotech: Is organic GM the answer?
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The Ethical Corporation
(April 1, 2011)

Nuclear News Meltdown
STATS President Dr. Robert Lichter discusses the Japanese nuclear disaster.
(April 1, 2011)

Genetics and Health 2.0 vs. the Old Guard
STATS fellow Jon Entine on The American
(March 15, 2011)

**Tending to Japan's Psychological Scars: What Hurts, What Helps**
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME Healthland.
(March 14, 2011)

**Scared to Death: Toxic Debate Over Chemicals Threatens Risk-Based Regulations**
STATS fellow Jon Entine discusses the dangers of chemophobia on The Huffington Post.
(March 11, 2011)

**Doctors Who Feel Your Pain Heal More Patients**
STATS fellow Maia Szalavitz on TIME Healthland.
(March 9, 2011)

**Pop a tab and pour a lie**
STATS editor Trevor Butterworth on The Daily.
(March 7, 2011)

**Don’t Rush to Ban Chemicals**
National Review - Senior Fellow Jon Entine weighs in on the BPA debate.
(March 2, 2011)

**A price on suffering**
Trevor Butterworth’s latest in The Daily
(February 28, 2011)

**Natural gas: Getting fractious over fracking**
An article by STATS senior fellow Jon Entine for The Ethical Corporation
(February 25, 2011)

**Pesticide Industry Ramps Up Lobbying in Bid to Pare EPA Rules**
STATS fellow Jon Entine in The New York Times
(February 24, 2011)

**Fruitless search**
Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(February 21, 2011)

**Debate over using chemicals turning toxic**
STATS fellow Jon Entine in the Press Enterprise
(February 16, 2011)

**Salad haze - how an overcautious bill would put companies out of business**
Trevor Butterworth on The Daily
(February 14, 2011)

**Slaying the worm**
Trevor Butterworth debuts his new column on The Daily
(February 7, 2011)

**Here's Why That Super Bowl Heart Attack Study Everyone Is Talking About Is Bunk**
STATS in the Business Insider.
(February 3, 2011)

**More private liquor stores, more alcohol deaths?**
*Reuters* - STATS research director Dr. Rebecca Goldin discusses the recent study.
(January 31, 2011)

**Chevron and Ecuador: Truth proves slippery for journalists**
An opinion piece by STATS senior fellow Jon Entine for The Ethical Corporation
Is the surgeon general's breast-feeding campaign really necessary?
STATS is featured as a "best opinion" in The Week.
(January 25, 2011)

40 Fascinating Blogs for the Ultimate Statistics Geek
STATS comes in at number 15.
(January 19, 2011)

The Weirdest Indicators of Serious Medical Risks
STATS Research Director Dr. Rebecca Goldin in Wired Science
(December 29, 2010)

Explaining why meditators may live longer
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(December 23, 2010)

Federal Study Finds Teen Marijuana Use Up; Binge Drinking, Smoking Rates Down
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(December 14, 2010)

The Wrongs Of Righteous Research
Trevor Butterworth on Forbes.com
(December 3, 2010)

The pilgrims versus the TSA
Trevor Butterworth on Forbes.com
(November 24, 2010)

The Rich Are Different: More Money, Less Empathy
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(November 24, 2010)

Women Choosing Math: But Does the “Choose” Fit?
STATS Research Director Dr. Rebecca Goldin in Ms. Magazine.
(November 11, 2010)

Scare tactics of the media
STATS President Dr. Robert Lichter on Stossel
(October 28, 2010)

Explaining the complicated women + math formula
STATS Research Director Rebecca Goldin quoted on Time.com
(October 27, 2010)

Stuxnet and the year of geek terror
Trevor Butterworth on The Daily Beast
(September 27, 2010)

Why Depressed Medical Students Stigmatize Depression
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(September 14, 2010)

'Like Crack for Babies': Kids Love Baby Einstein, But They Don't Learn From It
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(September 8, 2010)

Was Jet Blue Slide Incident Caused by Head Injury?
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
Friends (and Family) Are the Best Medicine
Maia Szalavitz on Psychology Today
(July 28, 2010)

The Internet's Long Memory and Empathy?
Maia Szalavitz on Psychology Today
(July 26, 2010)

Does Teen Drug Rehab Cure Addiction or Create It?
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(July 16, 2010)

Obesity in America 2010
Maia Szalavitz on MSN Health & Fitness.
(July 9, 2010)

Empathy and the Internet
Maia Szalavitz in the Huffington Post.
(June 29, 2010)

The Openness Elixir
Wall Street Journal- Trevor Butterworth reviews the book Wrong by David H. Freeman
(June 19, 2010)

Antidepressants: Are They Effective or Just a Placebo?
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(June 3, 2010)

Stop The Fearmongering Over Cancer
Forbes.com - A commentary by Dr. S. Robert Lichter
(June 1, 2010)

Is Babysitting the Ultimate Source of Our Ability to Understand Each Other?
Alter Net - An adapted excerpt from Maia Szalavitz's new book Born for Love.
(May 25, 2010)

Report linking depression with chocolate leaves bad aftertaste
The Detroit News interviews Dr. Rebecca Goldin.
(May 20, 2010)

Opinion: BPA's Risks Are Vastly Exaggerated
Trevor Butterworth on AOL News.
(May 19, 2010)

How to Deprogram Bullies: Teaching Kindness 101
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(May 18, 2010)

The Wrong Way To Get to Green
(April 27, 2010)

It's The Orphanages, Stupid!
Forbes - A commentary by Maia Szalavitz.
(April 20, 2010)

How Not to Raise a Bully: The Early Roots of Empathy
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(April 19, 2010)

Enviroporn
Forbes - A new article by Trevor Butterworth for his weekly column, Medialand.
(March 3, 2010)

New rules for big data
STATS Research Director Rebecca Goldin, Ph.D cited in The Economist
(February 25, 2010)

Battling Pain: Are Doctors Too Reluctant to Prescribe Opioids?
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com
(February 24, 2010)

Private Insurance? Forget About It.
(February 23, 2010)

STATS Fellow Maia Szalavitz on ABC News.
Maia Szalavitz is featured on ABC News as part of their series: 'Family in Crisis: At the Breakpoint'.
(February 17, 2010)

Tough Love or Tough Luck? Empathy Works Better
The Huffington Post - an article by STATS Fellow Maia Szalavitz.
(February 17, 2010)

Born for Love
A new blog on Psychology Today by STATS Fellow Maia Szalavitz.
(February 11, 2010)

The True Cost Of Health Reform
(January 12, 2010)

How Childhood Trauma Can Cause Adult Obesity
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com.
(January 5, 2010)

How to Keep Your New Year’s Resolutions: Advice from the Experts
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com.
(January 1, 2010)

Barrington teen launches non-toxic cosmetic line
STATS is cited in The Providence Journal.
(December 27, 2009)

What Scientists Really Think About Global Warming
Forbes- A commentary by Dr. S. Robert Lichter.
(December 21, 2009)

Impressed by those survey findings? Consider the source
STATS is cited by the Los Angeles Times.
(December 3, 2009)

No Hasty Health Care Reform
Forbes- A commentary by STATS Contributing Editor Nirit Weiss, MD, MBA.
(December 14, 2009)

Zhu Zhus Won't Kill You
Forbes- A commentary by Trevor Butterworth.
Report: Fewer Toys Contain Lead but Toxins Still Common
*Consumer Affairs* - Trevor Butterworth is cited.
(December 3, 2009)

Black Swan Flu
*Forbes* - A commentary by Trevor Butterworth
(November 25, 2009)

Can Plastic Change Your Sex?
*Forbes* - A commentary by Trevor Butterworth
(November 19, 2009)

Double Whammy: MSNBC’s ‘Green Week’ Coverage Attacks Bottled Water and BPA
STATS is cited by The Business & Media Institute.
(November 16, 2009)

Does BPA give you the willies? It shouldn’t
Trevor Butterworth cited in Toronto’s *Globe and Mail*.
(November 10, 2009)

Early Stress Changes Genes Involved in Bonding, Relationships
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com's Wellness Blog.
(November 9, 2009)

Don’t Worry, Be Happy: The Warranty Psychology
STATS Research Director Dr. Rebecca Goldin in the *New York Times*.
(November 6, 2009)

STATS on NBC Nightly News
STATS Editor Trevor Butterworth is interviewed on the controversial chemical BPA after the release of new data from Consumer Reports.
(November 3, 2009)

Healthy Sleep: New Research on Memory, Fat, Golf
Maia Szalavitz on Time.com's Wellness Blog.
(November 3, 2009)

Taxes: the new ‘expert’ quack cure
Trevor Butterworth in the *New York Post*.
(October 29, 2009)

Tricked By Treats
*Forbes* - A commentary by Trevor Butterworth.
(October 28, 2009)

Vaccine War: Autism, Flu and Science
Maia Szalavitz on *Time.com*
(October 28, 2009)

Drinking By Either Partner Cuts Odds of IVF Success
*Maia Szalavitz on Time.com*
(October 27, 2009)

A Beer Tax Won't Reduce The Clap
*Forbes* - A commentary by Trevor Butterworth.
(October 19, 2009)

Child Abuse Raises Risk of Illness in Adulthood
*Health Behavior News Service* - Maia Szalavitz discusses the risks of child abuse on physical health.
(October 8, 2009)

Cautious Hopes for a Cocaine Vaccine
Maia Szalavitz on Time
(October 7, 2009)

Can A Soda Tax Really Curb Obesity?
Forbes- A commentary by STATS’ Trevor Butterworth.
(September 16, 2009)

What Can Parents Learn From The Dugard Family Ordeal?
Post Chronicle- STATS is cited in an article written by Lenore Skenazy.
(September 8, 2009)

Note: obvious dangers can be dangerous
STATS mentioned in the Boston Globe blog Braniac.
(August 25, 2009)

Diagnosis: ADHD—or Is It Trauma?
Maia Szalavitz on MSN Health.
(August 18, 2009)

Why Juvenile Detention Makes Teens Worse
Maia Szalavitz on Time.
(August 7, 2009)

Inside the Beltway- Poll Du Jour
(July 30, 2009)

Treating Alcohol Addiction: Can a Pill Replace Abstinence?
Maia Szalavitz on Time.
(July 29, 2009)

A Chemical Scare Campaign Is Good Business for Some
STATS’ report on BPA cited by the American Thinker
(July 23, 2009)

Overrating Chemical Risk
Forbes- A commentary by STATS’ Trevor Butterworth looks at why scientists say journalists get it wrong.
(July 22, 2009)

Tackling the weird and wacky
"STATS... doesn’t retreat from challenging controversial media science myths"
(July 10, 2009)

The risks of grilling
STATS analysis cited by Newsweek
(July 2, 2009)

Flaws in the case against BPA
New York Times - The claims about the dangers of the chemical BPA get a skeptical look in a report by STATS.
(June 30, 2009)

A genetic link between autism and anorexia?
Maia Szalavitz on Time.
(June 22, 2009)

A case of chemophobia
STATS op-ed in Canada’s National Post looks at why chemical scare stories make news even as the
science says there is none.
(June 18, 2009)

A simple smooch or a toxic smack?
May 28, 2009

Cleaning up baby products
May 28, 2009
STATS Trevor Butterworth points out the flaws in a study on baby lotion in the New York Times.

The Daily Beast: A Radical New Autism Theory
May 11, 2009
STATS' Maia Szalavitz examines a groundbreaking study that suggests people with autism disorders do not lack empathy- rather they feel other's emotions too intensely to cope.

MSN Health: Can autism be reversed?
April 21, 2009
Why do autistic children who develop a fever improve during the period they are sick? This insight, says STATS' Maia Szalavitz, is leading researchers to the possibility that autism could be treated.

Time: What new parents don't know about their children
March 2, 2009
Early nurse intervention to educate low income families about how their infants develop shows health, social, and economic benefits, says STATS Maia Szalavitz on Time.com

MSN - Neuromancy
February 10, 2009
STATS Maia Szalavitz investigates what happens to your brain when you're in love - over on MSN.

Time: Surgery checklist saves lives
January 14, 2009
STATS Maia Szalavitz reviews a new study on how patient mortality halved when surgeons followed a simple checklist of things they needed to remember - like have we enough blood on hand?

Time for hard thinking about "smart pills"
January 6, 2009
The age of cognitive enhancement is already upon us, says STATS Maia Szalavitz on Time.com, but could it be blurring our thinking about the use of "smart pills?"

How to get back on the wagon
Dec 31, 2008
Everybody falls; STATS Maia Szalavitz explains on Time.com how to get back up.

Can Amphetamines Help Cure Cocaine and Meth Addiction?
Dec 8, 2008
STATS Maia Szalavitz investigates on Time.com.

STATS on Mother Jones
July 23, 2008
Maia Szalavitz explains on Mother Jones why reading the latest drug memoir in the New York Times makes her cringe.

STATS on MSN
July 2008
Maia Szalavitz explains on MSN Health why keeping a sense of control after a traumatic event is a key step to recovering from it.

STATS on MSN
July, 2008
New research may explain why people with anxiety disorders and those who suffer childhood trauma have
elevated rates of addiction to opioid drugs like heroin and Vicodin.